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Bite-Size Catholic Living 11____________________________________________________________________________ 

Life Style: Fasting – Making Space for God 

 

An Introduction 

Let’s face it, the discipline of fasting has a bad “rep”. It is connected with Lent when we are called to “give up” 

or “do without” something we really like, particularly food, as an act of penance for our sins. This spiritual 

practice is found throughout the Christian scriptures and even in other religious traditions. Why? Consider, 

is there anything that connects us to life and each other more than a meal? So why fast? What is the value of 

doing without? 

The answer hinges on whether we see fasting as an end in itself or a pathway to something of greater value. 

As an end in itself, yes, “doing without” something we enjoy is anything but spiritual. It causes us to focus on 

ourselves which is not the point. The spiritual life is about our relationship with God in Jesus Christ through 

the Holy Spirit.  

Fasting then is not an end in itself but a means to something greater: a relationship with God and the 

presence of Christ the Son in other people. Consider that the “hunger” of the body invites to acknowledge our 

“hunger” for God. Fasting is spiritual and leads to an ethical way of life with the Holy Spirit offering us the 

grace to grow more deeply in these relationships.  

In this light, consider fasting as a choice for a greater value rather than a denial. Fasting is not meant to 

be done in isolation from other spiritual disciplines which include prayer, humility, care for the poor and 

controlling our tongue. The Desert Fathers and Mothers [monks and nuns of 3th–5th century Egypt, Syria] 

taught that to enter the spiritual life you must be able to control your stomach [the amount of food we eat to 

be satisfied] and your tongue [gossip, slander, unkind words]. Interesting combination, isn’t it? 

In our Catholic tradition, we universally fast from food and abstain from meat on Ash Wednesday and Good 

Friday. We are also strongly encouraged to fast and abstain from meat on the Fridays of Lent. You can choose 

to fast on other days of Lent or at others times of the year. [SIDEBAR There are also physical health benefits 

to occasional fasting. An emptier stomach makes for a clearer mind. Remember, Jesus came to heal the whole 

person: body, soul and mind.] 

This Lent, might you decide as a family to choose ONE or TWO days a week to eat simpler: no fast foods or 

sweets, more vegetables and fruit, consume half the amount you usually eat, drink only water, no snacks 

between meals or after supper? As Jews cleanse their homes of leaven before Passover, might you consider 

cleansing your home and refrigerator of sweets and extras before Lent begins? 
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Prayer  

A Lenten Mantra                          

[A mantra is a word or brief phrase gently repeated, often in unison with a person’s breathing, as an 

entrance into meditation connecting body, mind and soul.] 

 

Introduce this form of prayer by having the whole family try it together. This simple form of prayer 

can be prayed while washing dishes, folding clothes, in the car [when alone] or out walking, lying on 

the coach or in bed as you fall asleep, on the way to school or work.  

 

Having a piece of scripture at your fingertips is an easy way to stay connected throughout the day 

with God.  

 

Suggested Mantras: 

 “Choose life that you may live”.  [Deuteronomy 30:19-20] 

Or simply: “Choose Life!” 

 

 “Have mercy on me, O God, in your goodness”. [Psalm 51:3] 

 

 “We are ambassadors for Christ”. [2 Corinthians 5:20] 
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Belief 

Read as a family this passage of scripture throughout the Lenten season and reflect and share on what it 

means for your family life. 

 

The Manner of Fasting God Desires [Isaiah chapter 58, verse 5-10] 

 

Would that today you might fast so as to make your voice heard on high! Is this the manner of fasting I wish, 

of keeping a day of penance: that a person bow their head like a reed and lie in sackcloth and ashes? Do you 

call this a fast, a day acceptable to the LORD? 

This, rather, is the fasting that I wish: releasing those bound unjustly, untying the straps of the yoke; setting 

free the oppressed breaking every yoke; sharing your bread with the hungry, sheltering the oppressed and 

the homeless; clothing the naked when you see them, and not turning your back on your own. 

Then your light shall break forth like the dawn, and your wound shall quickly be healed; your liberation shall 

go before you, and the glory of the LORD shall be your rear guard. Then you shall call, and the LORD will 

answer, you shall cry for help, and he will say: Here I am!  

If you remove the yoke from among you, the accusing finger, and malicious speech; if you lavish your food on 

the hungry and satisfy the afflicted; then your light shall rise in the darkness, and your gloom shall become 

like midday. 

 

A Reflection Question: When fasting we are more aware of the feeling of hunger and the growls in our 

stomachs. How does this experience connect you to people in our area who are hungry every day? As a 

family, what action might you take to regularly assist people who are hungry? 
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